1. Introduction. The object of this paper is to prove the following result which was conjectured by R. Brauer in a conversation with the author.
Theorem. Let G be a group of order g which has a faithful representation of degree n over the complex numbers. Let g = gxh where igx,h) = 1 and p > « + 1 for every prime p dividing h. Then G contains a normal abelian subgroup K of order h or h\p for some prime pi}).
In a previous paper [5] , the author and J. G. Thompson investigated groups which satisfy the more stringent condition p > 2« +1. The general outline of the proof of the theorem above is quite similar to the proof used in [5] . However, since there are two possibilities in the conclusion of the theorem, induction of necessity forces one to investigate several cases where only one occurred in the argument used in [5] .
The theorem is of course vacuously true if « is a prime. However, in the course of the proof it is often necessary to use detailed information concerning the irreducible characters of a group whose order is divisible by only the first power of a prime. The relevant information which is needed is contained in §3 and is essentially due to R. Brauer [2; 3] and H. F. Tuan [7] . At this point the theory of modular characters appears to be unavoidable. We also utilize the fact proved by N. Ito [6] , that if a solvable group G satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem, then G contains a normal subgroup of order h.
2. Notation. All groups in this paper are assumed to be finite. If X is a group then X' and Z(X) denote the commutator subgroup and center of X respectively. If Y is a subset of X then Y <¡ X means that Y is a normal subgroup of X. If A, B are subsets of X, then A -B means set theoretic difference. U means set theoretic union.
[August If S is a subset of X then :
<S> is the group generated by S. <1 > and 1 will generally be identified, S* = S-<1>, | S | is the cardinality of S, CX(S) is the centralizer of S in X, NX(S) is the normalizer of S in X, A subset S of X is a trivial intersection set in X or a T.I. set in X if (i) S^NX(S), (ii) x'^xnSç <1> for all xeX-NxiS).
For any complex valued class functions a,ß on X define («./0r = r4S«(«, I A I x where _ denotes complex conjugation, and || a \\x = (a,a)x. The subscript X is omitted whenever it is clear from context which group is involved. If a is a character of X then the kernel of the representation with character a is also called the kernel of a. Furthermore a is said to be faithful if its kernel is <1 >. If ß is another character of X then ß s a means that a -/? = 0 or a -/? is a character of X. If a is a class function of a subgroup of X then a* denotes the class function of X induced by a.
lx is the principal character of X. px is the character of the regular representation of X. If p is a prime then a character a is p-rational if its field of values is linearly disjoint from the field of p" th roots of unity over the rationals.Two characters a,ß are p-conjugate if there exists an automorphism a of the field generated by the values of a such that <r(a) = ß and a leaves all mth roots of unity in any extension field fixed for any m such that pjfm.
For convenience we state here a result which is a generalization of Lemma 1 in [5] . The proof used there yields the following statement. Lemma 2.1. If Y<iX and x is an element of X such that Cx(x) n Y= <1>> then A(x) = 0/or any irreducible character X of X which does not have Yin its kernel.
3. Groups which have a Sylow subgroup of prime order. Lemma 3.1 is proved by the methods of R. Brauer (see [2; 3] ), and is a simple consequence of his results. It was stated without proof by Tuan [7, Lemma 4] . Most of the proof could be recast so as to make no reference to the theory of modular characters. However the only known proof of the important relations (3.4) and (3.5) makes use of the modular theory. Only the statement of the lemma will be used in the sequel.
Lemma 3.1. Let p be a prime and let X be a group whose Sylow p-group P has order p. Let e = [NX(P): CxiP)~]. Let Y be the normal subgroup ofX generated by P. Assume P is not normal in X and X has an irreducible character oe such that co(l)< ip -1) and C0| Y is a faithful character of Y. Then Y= Y' and there exists a linear character X of CxiP) which does not have P in its kernel such that if 1 denotes the character of NX(P) induced by X then one of the following possibilities must occur (i) co | p = pp -X1 p and co(l) = p -e ^ (p + l)/2.
(ii) co | p = 11 p and co(l) = e = (p -l)/2.
Proof. We will first show that it suffices to prove the lemma for groups X satisfying X = X' = Y. Suppose this has been done. Let W|r= Z¡ = 1a>¡, where each u>i is an irreducible character of Y. Let Y¡ be the kernel of a)¡. Since Y< X, co¡(l) = coAl) for 1 ^ i ^ s. Thus if s > 1, then «¡ (1) Then PQ is a solvable group and thus (see [6] ) Q £ A/y(P). Hence \Y'\ | | NYiP) | and so P< Y contrary to assumption. Hence Y= Y'.
Since co is a class function on X, the lemma applied to Y yields that [NYiP) : CyiPf] = e. Thus the result follows for X once it is known for Y.
We will now assume that X = X' = Yand hence co is a faithful character of X.
Let C = CX(P) and let N = NxiP)-Then N/C is a cyclic group of order e and e\ ÍP -!)• For any class function a of C let a^be the class function of N induced by a. A well-known theorem of Burnside [8, p. 173] 
Therefore 0(1) < 2 and so 0(1) = 1. Case (ii) of the lemma now follows from (3.2). Let Bx be the p-block of X which contains lx .Then [2; 3] Bi = {*i}v{ßj}u{Xk},
where each a¡ and ßj is p-rational, {xk} is a family of p-conjugate characters and
Furthermore for all i and j for all fc and some integer c. Equations (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) yield that [2, Theorem 11] (3.7) ôxil) + I a,(l) = I /?;(1), • j for x = XkSince P is not in the kernel of co and cu(l) < p -1, tu is not p-rational. Let tu' be a character of X distinct from tu which is p-conjugate to tu. Then [3, Theorem 2] (3. 8) cu'tu 2 I ßnc, i (3.9) cu'cû2 K|Cif5=-l where ö is defined in (3.6) and x-Xk f°r a suitably chosen k. By (3.2) (3.10) (tu'tu|p,lp)p = 0.
Assume first that 5 = -1 in (3.6). Then (3.6), (3.9) and (3.10) imply that X\p = ^|p> for some linear character X of C/V. Hence x(l) = e. Let K be the kernel of x-Then X/K has no normal subgroup of order p since X -X' = Y. Thus [3, Theorem 3] e ^ (p -l)/2 which suffices to complete the proof in this case. Hence it may be assumed that b = 1. Therefore (3.6) implies that (3.11) xiV^P-e.
By (3.5), (3.8) and (3.10) we get that for all j (3.12) ßj\c = Pc,v-lc, ß,(l) = p -1.
Since X = X', (3.4) implies that for all i a;(l)èP + l if«,#l*.
Hence if u = | {j?,} |, (3.3), (3.7) and (3.11) yield that
For any character £ of C, let £' be the p-conjugate character of Ç under the automorphism which sends oe into co'. Let xx,--.,xe be coset representation of C in A/ and for any character £ of C define £¡ by Then by (3.2) and so Uy) = Cixr'yxi) for y eC.
(3.14) co'co|c =11 X'ilßiBj.
Since (fySplc) = 0 or 1 according to whether 9¡ ^ 9j or not, (3.14) implies that
where r is a sum of irreducible characters of C, none of which have V in their kernel, while the summation ranges over all pairs (i,j) with 0¡ = 9j. Hence (3.8) and (3.12) imply that Z'a;^= EpV
Thus by (3.12) m(P-1)= I/?,<!) á I'A;l,(l)^e 2 [August Consequently (3.13) implies that e((p -l)/2) g e2, or (p -l)/2 ^ e. As was seen earlier this is sufficient to complete the proof of the lemma in all cases.
4. Some preliminary results. The lemmas proved in this section are generalizations of corresponding results in [5] and are proved by the methods of [5] . For convenience the basic assumption is stated separately. which is equivalent to the statement to be proved. 5. The proof of the main theorem: preliminary reductions. Throughout the remainder of this paper let G be a counter example of minimum order to the theorem stated in §1. Let / be the character of a faithful representation of G of minimum degree. We will derive a contradiction from the assumed existence of G.
(5A) G contains an abelian subgroup H of order h. Furthermore h is not a prime.
Proof. The existence of H is known [4, p. 349] . Since G is a counterexample to the main theorem « is not a prime.
(5B) Hf~\ Z(G) = 1. Proof. Let HX = HC\ ZiG). Then [8, p. 173 Proof. Let L be the maximal subgroup of Hx which is normal in Gx. The theorem applied to Gx yields that \HX :L] = 1 or p for some prime p. Thus the Sylow theorems yield that any subgroup of Gx whose order divides h is conjugate to a subgroup of Hx. If x e G then x~1 Lx £ Gx, hence there exists y e Gx such that y ~ 1x ~xLxy sHx. Furthermore y~1x~1 Lxy<Gx. Hence(L,y ~xx~ 1Lxy}<iG1. The maximal nature of L now yields that y~~xx~xLxy = L and so x~lLx = yLy'1 = L as y e Gx. As x was an arbitrary element of G we get that L<G as required.
(5D) IfGx<\G and Gx ^ G then (\Gx\,h) = 1 or p for some prime p. Proof. Assume that the result is false and let L<\G, \ L\ \ h, L =£ 1. Then Le H and sof/Ç CG(L)<|G. By (5D) this yields that CG(L) = G contrary to (5B).
(5F) Let p\h for some prime p and let P ^ 1 be a p-group contained in G.
IfPGx is a group, GX<¡GXP and p Jf\Gx\ then Gx £ CG(P).
Proof. For any prime q dividing | Gx | there exists a Sylow g-group of Gx such that P £ NG(Q). Hence PQ is a solvable group and thus [6] P<\PQ. Hence iGjJI |JVetJ<P)| and so PG1 = PxG1.
(5G) H £ G'. If the result is false then there exists GX<¡G such that [G : Gt] = q, where g is a prime dividing h. Let Pt=H C\GX. Then by (5D) [ Px | = p for some prime p. Now (5F) yields that p = q and H = P is a Sylow p-group of G. Let Xi be an irreducible constituent of x which does not have Px in its kernel. Let W be the kernel of Xi and let x = Xi + XiSuppose that W + 1. Assume first that (p, | W |) = 1. Then the theorem may be applied to G/ W and yields the existence of a subgroup P2 of P,P2j=l with the property that P2W¡W<\G¡W. Hence by (5F) P2W = P2 x W and so P2<iG contrary to assumption. Suppose now that p| | W<¡ |. LetP2 = P C\W.\fPxW<\G then by (5D) PXW=G. Thus [G :Gj nw] = p2 and Gt rW<G. Hence by(5F) P< G contrary to assumption. Thus PxWjW is not normal in GjW. Hence Lemma 3.1 yields that jfi(l)^G>-l)/2. Therefore /2(l)<(p-l)/2. Since Xi\w is a faithful character of W we get [5, Theorem 1] Hence by choosing a suitable conjugate of ß it may be assumed that for some element x of P -Px, x e N(ß). Hence <x >ß is a solvable group thus [6] <x >g = <x > x Q. Therefore <P, Q > £ CG(x). Thus Pt, and hence P, is not normal in Cc(x). Therefore [8,p. 173] CG(x)=<x> xÀ% whereXsGx. HencePxç^XbutPt is not normal inX. Let £ be an irreducible constituent of X\<.x> +x which does not contain Px in its kernel. If V is the kernel of r and Px V <\ X then by (5F) Px < X, which is not the case. Since JVG(P) £ CG(x) we have [8, p. 169] Assume now that X\x is reducible. Hence x(l) = ÍP + l)/2. Thus p > 3 and [7, p. Ill] Gx/ZiGx) is isomorphic to PSL2ip) or A6 or A7 in case p = 5 or 7 respectively. It is well known that PSL2ip) has no outer automorphism of order p and A6, A7 has no outer automorphism of order 5,7 respectively. Hence G/ZiG) is isomorphic to Gx\ZiG) x P2ZiG)\ZiG), where |P2| = p. Thus P2 < G contrary to (5E). The proof is complete.
(5H) x 1S an irreducible character of G and xil) > 3. Proof. All 1, 2 and 3 dimensional matrix groups over the complex numbers are known (see [1] ). It may be verified by inspection that the theorem holds for these.
Let Xi be an irreducible constituent of /, let x = Xi + Xi and assume that X2 ¥" 0. Let W be the kernel of Xi-Since x has minimum degree Xi ^ lc> thus W # G. HW¡W<\ GjW and so HW<[ G contrary to (5D). The statement is proved. At this point it is convenient to consider two cases separately. Case I. H is not a T.I. set in G. Case II. H is a T. I. set in G.
These cases will be handled in the next two sections. The arguments used to prove the theorem in the two cases are quite similar.
6. The proof of the main theorem: Case I. The notation of §5 is used. In addition it is assumed that (6A) H is not a T. I. set in G.
(6B) There exists z in G such that 1 ^K = HC\z~1Hz^H.
Furthermore for any such z, K is a T.I. set in G. CG(K) = K x X for some nonsolvable group X. If P = H C\X, then \P\ = p for some prime p, P is not normal in X and H = K x P.
Proof. The existence of such a z follows immediately from (6A). By (5B) CG(K) ^ G. Hence the theorem applied to CC(K) yields that [H : K] = p for some prime p. Hence [8, p. 173 ] CG(iC) = K x X for some group X. Since <ff, z_1Hz}^ CG(K) we see that Pis not normal in X and so [6] X is not solvable. Furthermore | P | = p is a prime and H = K x P. It only remains to show that K is a T. I. set in G.
Let Kt = K C\y~1Ky jt 1 for some y eG. Then Kx = HC\z-1HzC\y-1Hyr\y-1z~1Hzy.
By (5B), CGiKx) # G, hence the theorem applied to CGiKx) implies that [H : Kx] = p. Thus K = Kx. Hence K is a T. I. set in G.
For the remainder of this section K will denote one of the groups (depending on z) defined in (6B). Furthermore
where each X¡ is a linear character of K x XjX, each tu¡ is an irreducible character of K x X/K and the notation is chosen so that P is not in the kernel of tu( 6C) Let Y be the normal subgroup of X generated by P. Then Y is in the kernel of each co¡for 2 ^ i ^ s. Furthermore wX\Y is a faithful character of Y and cox ^ (p -l)/2. Proof. Suppose first that \K\ # p. If z~lxze H for some zeG, then [8, p. 169] it may be assumed that z e NGiH). Hence z~lKz £H. As [H : JC] = [H : z~1 Kz] = p and |X| / p, this yields that KC\z~lKz ¥= 1. Thus by (6B) ze/V and z-1xzeK as required.
Assume now that | K | = p and for some k (6.2) z~1xz = x*>', yeP*.
By (6.1) and (6C) (6. 3) xi*J) = coAVXdï) + Î (oAI)XAxj), (6.4) xiixky)J) = °>iiyJ)li(xkJ) + i atXMOP)
1=1
for Ogj'gp-1. Hence (6C) and (6. 3) imply that /|<x> contains some linear character with multiplicity at least coi(l) ^ (p -l)/20 However Lemma 3.1 implies that û>iAu<jeic,> is a sum of cot(l) distinct linear characters of (xky}. As X(l) < P -1, (6.2) and (6.4) now yield that *(1) = p -2, co^l) = (p -l)/2 and either X¡\ <x> = A2) <x> for 2 g i ^ s or xk = 1. If x* ^ 1 then by (6. 3), X\ «> has at most two distinct irreducible constituents. By (6.2) this must then also be the case for X\ ix"y>. Hence Lemma 3.1 and (6.4) yield that co^l) ^ 2. Thus p :£ 5 and so X(l) Ú 3 contrary to (5H).
Assume now that xk = 1. Then since co¡(l) = (p -l)/2 and x(l) = p -2 it follows from Lemma 3.1 and (6.4) that ix\ (y>,l <y>) = (p -3)/2. Hence by (6.2) and (6. 3) Xu <x> # 1 <x> and Xn <x> = 1 <x> for 2 ^ i ^ s. Thus by (6.4) X\ <y> contains no nonprincipal irreducible character with multiplicity greater than 1, while by (6. 3) x\<x> contains Xu<x> with multiplicity a>Al). This contradicts (6.2) and suffices to prove (6D).
(6E) N0 £ NGiN0) m N.
Proof. Clearly N £ NGiN0). Since K is a T. I. set N0 £ N. It remains to show that NGiNo)çN. Let yeNGiN0). If xeK then the order of y~xxy divides «.
As y~ 1xy e N0 £ N this implies that y~1xye CGiK). Hence there exists z e CG(K) such that z_1 y'1 xyzeH. Now (6D) implies that z~1y~1 xyzeK and so 1 # Hi £ H and Hj < CG(x). Therefore <tf, CG(x) > £ JVG(#i). By (5E) JV^f/j) # G and the theorem applied to NGiHx) yields the existence of a subgroup H2 of H such that [if:H2] is a prime or H = H2 and H2<iNGiHx). Since |K| is not a prime X2 = K C\H2 ^ 1. As K is a T.I. set in G, and therefore also in NGiHx), this implies that K^H2. Hence H2 = KorH2 = H.As CG(x) £ JVG(# x) £ JVG(H2) it now follows from (6D) that in either case CG(x) £ JV contrary to the choice of x. Thusfí: = Koandíí = fío.
Since H<¡ CG(x) there exists Hx such that 1 ^ Hx c H and #! < CG(x). Furthermore Hx ¿ K. Now H y can play the role of K in (6B). Thus (6.1), (6C) and (6F) applied to Hx yield that (6.5) fcift.Wfcrt^-Let ÍÍ! = <xy >, where x e K and y e P*. Then (6.1), (6C) and (6F) yield that (6.6) x(xy) = oet(y) + ¿ oe,(l)A,(x).
Since ji#1, Lemma 3.1 and (6.6) imply that Xih, contains at least Proof. Let C = CG(x). By (7E) | P| = p is a prime. Let (7-3) X|c = co + p, where p is a character of C which has P in its kernel and tu is a sum of irreducible characters none of which have P in their kernel. Let cox be an irreducible constituent of tu and let W be the kernel of cox. If WP<i C, then by (5F) P< C contrary to assumption. Hence Lemma 3.1 applied to CjW implies that tu^l) k (p -l)/2. As tu(l) < p -1 this yields that tu = cox is an irreducible character of C. Since x is a class function of G, Lemma 3.1 implies that Since P = Z(tf<x» we have [8, p. 173 ] that H = P x K for some group K, K<iH(x} and K is uniquely determined by these conditions. Furthermore there exists a subgroup Hx of H such that H = PxHx and Ht<iNGiP). Hence H!<]f7<x>, thus the uniqueness of K implies that K = Hx. Hence X<JVG(P). Using the same argument we get the existence of Px in H such that Kx PX = H
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and Px <¡ NGiK). Therefore P = Px since P = Z(H <x ». Consequently since H is a T.I. set in G, (7.5) NGiP) = NGiK) £ N.
Furthermore (7E) implies that (7.6) CG(x*)n.K; = l for x*£Z(G). where )S is a character which has P in its kernel and a is a sum of irreducible characters none of which have P in their kernel. Comparing (7. 3) and (7.7) we get that (7- Therefore (7.8) implies that (7) (8) (9) co, <x> pEl = a, <x> PEi, oeil) = e = --or n 4. 1 (7.10) *»!<»>», = *|«>Mi +A, co(l) = p-e ^ -^-, where A is a linear character of (x }PEX which has P in its kernel. Therefore in any case Lemma 3.1 implies that (7.11) (a|P,lp) = 0, a(l)^£-=i.
Since xeZiC) and since a> is an irreducible character of C, it follows from (7.9) and (7.10) that |oc(x)| = <x(l). Thus if W is the kernel of a|<x>K, then xW/W eZi(x)KIW). Therefore by (7.6) (7.12) a|K = a(l)lK.
